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BCPC Season 10, Game 4 – Friday 16 August 2013 
 
This week’s game is sponsored by Gary’s Fruit & Veg : ‘Great produce at crazy 
prices’ 
 

 
 
Well now we’ve got all that capitalist nonsense out of the way we can concentrate on 
good socialist values, like gambling. 
 
Game 4 (traditionally known as ‘moving day’) of season 10 – this is where we 
separate the men from the boys (and female equivalents) – points are vital if you 
want to make a charge for the title, so whatever you do, don’t go out first…. 
 
Leading the charge after 3 games were: 
 

Position Name Points 
1 Steve Healey 26 

=2 Warren Carless 20 
=2 Jay Scott 20 

 
We started with 20(+4) players on three tables. This game was No Limit Texas 
Holdem (it’s always that). We had 3 people who said they couldn’t play: Ash Wilson 
(what’s her excuse?), The Dazman and Paul Melia. We also had 4 no-shows: Matt 
Sutch, Michael Daniels, Steve Harris and Rob (“Oh shit, completely forgot!”) Hewlitt. 
 

 
Missing: Have you seen this man? 

 
As well as sponsorship for this week’s game, we also had a new feature: Double-up 
Disco – see who can get their chips to dance the most by doubling up. Six or more 
double-ups and you win a speedboat – oooooh! 
 
Wim off! 
 

 Double-up Disco!  (Wozza – 1) It took a while for anybody to be in jeopardy but 
on the feature table Warren was the first to go all-in, pushing with QT (I think). Dale 
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called with AT and I don’t know what happened except that Wozza hit a straight to 
double up. 
 

 (Debjani – 1) On the secondary table, Matt Wilson shoved with 66 on a 569 
flop. Called by Debjani with 78. No paired board and Matt low on chips. Deb doubles 
up. 
 
EGM Alert! EGM Alert! EGM Alert! 
 
Out in 24 th Following the EGM it was back down the action. Tod raised UTG with 
AQo to 450. Bri 3-bet to 1050. Kev smooth-called. Tod called too. Flop TsKsX. 
Everyone checks. Turn Js. Tod bet 2100. Bri folded and Kev even-smoother-called.  
 
Obviously warning bells should have been going off at this point, but I couldn’t see 
Kev just calling Bri’s original 3-bet with anything less than a ten, so I discounted 
hands like 8s9s, or for that matter As5s, and therefore also if he has either a ten, 
jack or king he can’t also have the flush. In fact the only hand that made sense was 
AsQs, but he can’t have that, surely? I mean I have AQ so he can’t also have AQ, 
right? Certainly not of spades, yeah? Much more likely he has a set or maybe a big 
draw of some kind. Yes? 
 
River was 2h and Kev bet enough to put Tod all-in, for about 3k. It’s all right though 
‘cause he definitely HAS NOT got the royal flush. Right? 
 

 
 
Bugger. But what a great hand for Kev, and the first in BCPC history!! Truly: nice 
hand, sir! 
 
Out in 23 rd Wozza couldn’t survive for much longer and his 44 was called by Laura’s 
AK suited. Think the flush came on the turn. 
 
Out in 22 nd – 19th The no-shows finally had their chips eaten up. 
 
2 tables 
 
Out in 18 th Deb got unlucky here. She raised with KK and was called by Redfern’s 
7s9s. Flop X77 and all the money went in, no help for Deb who exited in 22nd place. 
Damn Steve and his pesky 79 suited hands! 
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Matt, still low from the earlier tangle with Deb, shoved all-in with pocket aces. No 
callers. Standard. 
 
Out in 17 th Last month’s winner Adam goes out with KdQd against Calum’s Th8h. 
Not sure whether money went in pre- or post-flop, but the board was 8T44J, with a 
flush draw for Adam on the turn. All outs missed. 
 
The currant is mouthing off at the feature table. Foyie responds by hurling him 
across the room. Both the currant and Tony warn Paul that he’ll regret that, and sure 
enough the next hand he loses a big pot with a flush to a higher flush. 
 
Out in 16 th Next out was Foyie who had predicted his own early demise at the break 
and more importantly paid the price for currant-abuse. Pushing with tens he got a 
caller in Adelaide with AJ. Board AJXXX. Never mess with the currant. 
 

 (Courtney – 1) Not sure who shoved but Courtney went all-in with A3 v Jay’s 
A5. A board of 89836 saw Courtney double-up. 
 

 (Eagles – 1) Raising with JJ Mark got a caller in Matt and then Bri 3-bet. Mark 
pushed, Matt folded and Bri called. Board XJJXX! Quads! Surely the best hand of 
the night. Oh no, I remember now…. 
 
A shout from the feature table: “Andy Duncan just played a hand!” Lolz. 
 
Out in 15 th Calum A6 v Courtney AJ, AIPF. Q5497, and we lose Calum. At least 
now we can get a cash game started…. 
 
Out in 14 th Jay with a huge cooler hitting 2-pair with JQ only for Redfern to have a 
set of 8s. 
 
Out in 13 th Laura showing heart and commitment going all-in with J6 but being 
called by Dawn’s TT. The only time J6 ever loses is when it’s suited, which it was 
here and indeed did lose out. It’s still a massive hand but just got very unlucky. 
 
Out in 12 th Dawn missed her flush draw with 5h6h on a TJQ two hearts board 
against Bri’s flopped broadway straight. A sweat for Bri but the board ran out 
heartless (pun half-intended).  
 

 (AJD – 1) Andy Jeremiah (probably) Duncan doubled up in amazing fashion. 
AIPF with A2 v Kev 66. Flop 62A. Turn A, River Q. You can certainly strut to that 
one. 
 
Points Bubble - Out in 11 th Think Dale put Matt all-in with K3 only for Matt to wake 
up with 88. However a low flop gave Dale a straight by the river and Matt Wilson is 
our points bubble-boy. 
 
Final Table 
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10th, 1 point The currant turned on its master (actually it’s probably the currant 
who’s the master) as Tony’s A8 lost out to Bri’s A9. Tony needed a high card on the 
river for a chopped pot but it was a seven. 
 
9th, 2 points Bri shoved with AJ only for Redfern to reshove (uh-oh!). Everyone else 
folded and Steve showed, of course, A7. Board 9568X. Ahhhwhattayagonnado? 
 

 (AJD – 2) With, well, not much, Andy is all-in in the SB with 79. Dale has 76. 
Flop 224 (still ahead). Turn 6 (ouch). River 9. Double-up! 
 

 (AJD – 3) Andy all-in with queens v Courtney’s sixes. Nothing weird on the 
board and Mr D doubles up to 5k. 
 
8th, 3 points Mooch goes in well ahead with KK against Dale’s 99. All safe up to and 
including the flop. Now just the river……9. Sigh for GG. 
 
7th, 4 points Kev who was very low on chips called Courtney’s 89 shove with Q4. 
Ahead pre but a 9 on the flop saw Kev exit in 7th. 
 
Cash game inerlude 
 
We had a good, fun cash game going this week. Laura was dismayed to learn it was 
pot limit dealer’s choice, and not standard NLH. “I don’t get it!” was a frequent cry. 
And when we moved to 6-card Omaha Hi-Lo 3 flops, 2 turns, 1 river, jacks wild, ace 
of spades on board means you take a card from the person on your right, it all got a 
bit too much ☺. Bri joined and then ranted all of the game, lol. It was only through 
the power of the Force that we got through. 
 

 
 

 (AJD – 4) Andy all-in with AQ, called by Courtney with JQ. No jack and another 
double-up for the Duncan! 
 
6th, 5 points Eagles’ K7 runs into the A7 of Redfern – 7 on the flop but little else. 
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 (AJD – 5) Andy all-in again for 5.5k with JQ. Put all-in (I assume) by Redfern 
with T4o. Board XXTQX and after a scare on the flop Tony Manero doubles up to 
12k! Can he be stopped? 
 
SB v BB Duncan and Dale get all the chips in….both with AK. Split pot. 
 

 (Redfern – 1) All-in with AQ v Courtney’s KQ, lots of twists and turns (the details 
were too complicated to document) but Steve hit a jack on the river for a straight. 
 
5th, 6 points Noooooooooooooo! Falling just one short of the speedboat, Andy 
Duncan exits in 6th place. Shoving with 97 he was called by Redfern’s A7. The board 
ran out A9XXX. Look at what you could have won. 
 
4th, 8 points Dale declares “All-in, sir” with KJ, and is called by Courtney with A7. 
Jack on the flop gives Dale a big lead but the ace on the turn puts an end to that. 
 

 (Adelaide – 1) Steve Healey calls Courtney’s shove blind. Amazed to turn over 
A9 but Courtney has TT. However the board is XX9AX, and that’s a nice double-up 
for Adelaide Bull. 
 

 (Courtney – 2) AIPF, Courtney K5 v Redfern A4. Board JKJ27. Get dancing! 
 

 (Redfern – 2) An equaliser from Redfern, and another crazy board. Courtney 
25, Steve 57. Board 8A257. 
 
Very tense 3-handed now and any ace is good. Deb deals such a beast to Redfern, 
Courtney picks it up lol and we have a mis-deal. Doh!  
 

 (Adelaide – 2) Redfern shoves with K6, Adelaide calls and has Redfern 
dominated with A6. Board 7T592 and Adelaide does the pointy dance thing. Redfern 
now on fumes. 
 
3rd, 10 points Redfern goes all-in and get calls from both opponents. The board 
runs out 58KK2 and it’s checked down. Courtney shows 87 for the winning hand, 
Redfern mucks ands exits in 3rd. 
 
Runner-up, 12 points All the chips go in with Steve (shoving presumably?) with T8 
but Courtney wakes up with KK. A ten on the flop gives Courtney a mini-sweat but 
no help for Adelaide on the turn or river and Steve finishes second and extends his 
lead at the top of the table. Will be hard to catch now. 
 
Winner, 15 points Courtney Penn plays some great poker and fulfils some of the 
potential we all know he has as a good young player to win his first BCPC game. 
Very nicely done. Courtney will now be hoping to consolidate this win with good 
finishes in the last couple of games to gain an end-of-season seat. 
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Top 10 positions with two games to go are: 
 

Position Name Points 
1 Steve Healey 38 

=2 Warren Carless 20 
=2 Jay Scott 20 
=4 Adam Phelan 17 
=4 Tony Trippier 17 
6 Dawn Wilson 16 

=7 Andy Duncan 15 
=7 Courtney Penn 15 
9 Steve Redfern 13 

10 Matt Wilson 12 
 
That about wraps it up. Next games are in October as we go back-to-back on 18th 
and 25th of that month, and will finish with the season 10 champion. Don’t touch that 
dial. 


